BBQs – WOLFSON COLLEGE

RULES:

BBQ Users must book and sign in on the booking sheets held in the lodge and sign back in when they have finished. This is for Health and Safety reasons, and so the Lodge are aware that there is a potential risk present.

- The 4 BBQs are designed to allow flexibility of use but we no longer provide grill shelves for health and hygiene reasons. Users are responsible for the cleanliness of their own equipment. A thick steel base plate is provided, on which charcoal can be placed if you are not using a disposable kit sold at most supermarkets. Base plates should not be removed.

- There are four BBQs. Only ONE BBQ per member is permitted. Please remember that the BBQs are primarily for College members’ use. We understand that you may wish to invite friends and cater for larger numbers of people but these must NOT exceed 40 people in total.

- No kitchen facilities are available. Members’ kitchens must not be made available to Non College members.

- There is no wet weather contingencies in place for BBQ bookings.

- Low level music is permitted until 7pm only. Due to the proximity of the BBQs to the family accommodation NO music is permitted after 7pm.

- Users should familiarise themselves with the location of the nearest water tap (in the covered cycle park in the North Car park) and hose, and of fire extinguishers.

- Users are required to make sure fires are extinguished before they leave, and to place used coals on the concrete floor below the base plate, leaving the base plate clean for the next user. A coal shovel is provided.

- Food debris should be taken away, bagged and placed in the large bins opposite M Block, in order to avoid attracting vermin. Please make sure the BBQ is left clean and tidy for the next user.

- Don’t forget to sign the Lodge sheet when you have finished using the BBQ.

Please be courteous to the surrounding residents at all times

College grounds staff will clear away spent coals on a weekly basis.
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